Includes all exclusive previously unreleased tracks, and some mixes that will ONLY be found on this compilation.

We’re releasing these sneaky peeks to highlight upcoming releases and it’s also in conjunction with the forthcoming launch of our new limited edition/high end clothing line called Ubiquity White Label. Just as the Ubiquity White Label clothing line features high-end limited edition clothing and accessories, the White Label compilation will include unreleased and exclusive tracks and mixes.

The term White Label refers back to the days when VIP DJs were given “white label” 12”s prior to the official release of a record, to test-out, spread the word, and hype-up new music.

Heavyweight soulsters SA-RA Creative Partners and PPP drop brand new exclusives from their highly-anticipated upcoming albums penciled in for release in early 2009. Nino Moschella presents a brand new lo-fi funky song from his awesome upcoming album, while the unstoppable Shawn Lee collaborates with both European soul star Nicole Willis (from his forthcoming “Soul In The Hole” soul-tribute album) and Desert-dwelling mad-genius Clutchy Hopkins (from their collaboration album called Clutch of The Tiger). LA-based soul-boy Damon Aaron is set to release his debut Ubiquity album this Fall, and his call for peace, “Better”, is remixed exclusively for this comp by our own Eric Lau.

Our last release of 2009 will be a “best of” Greyboy called 15 Years of West Coast Cool. Featured in the comp are 3 previously unreleased tracks, including a collaboration with Detroit soulcrooner Jeremy Ellis which is included here. Lastly The Lions drop a nasty dubbed out version of “Cumbia Del Leon” from their Jungle Struttin’ album.

THIS RELEASE IS DIGITAL ONLY!!!

1. Sonic What?! (Alt. Take) - Nobody Presents Blank Blue
2. Lookin’ At Your Face - Nino Moschella
3. Pigeon Hole - PPP
4. Spacefruit - Sa-Ra Creative Partners
5. Indian Burn - Shawn Lee & Clutchy Hopkins
6. Eyes and Ears (Clutchy Hopkins Remix) - Ohmega Watts
7. Better (Eric Lau Remix) - Damon Aaron
8. Jigsaw - Shawn Lee feat. Nicole Willis
9. Color in Between The Lines - Greyboy feat. Jeremy Ellis
10. Cumbia Del Leon (FreeformerToddyTsPsychoDub) - The Lions

FOR FANS OF: ZERO 7, AIR, QUIET VILLAGE, FLYING LOTUS, SAVATH AND SAVALAS
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RECOMMENDED UBIQUITY TITLES: